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Motivation

• Everyone agrees on the 
importance of objective and 
reliable information 

• Citizens avoid scientific 
information as they assume it is 
too complex 

• Can we better understand 
barriers to access? even 
remove them?

Misinfo /Disinfo / Fake News



What Happens When Laypersons Search Scientific Articles?

•  Analysis of Corpus and Popular Science 

• How Complex is Science? 

• Do Search Engines Use Complexity? 

•  Search Experiments 

• Can we Avoid Complexity? 

•  Text Simplification Experiments 

• Can we Simplify Scientific Text?



How Complex is Science?
Analysis #1



Scientific Text Complexity

• Analyze Scientific abstracts, Popular science News articles, and Top 100 results 

• Using standard readability level measures (Flesch-Kincaid Grade Levels) 

• Target level is ~ 12 (high school diploma, exit compulsory education)

Table 1
Text complexity: readability in school grade levels

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

School Elementary Jr. High High School Undergrad. Grad. PhD

Primary Secondary University PhD

Compulsory Higher Edu.

Age 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

Task 1 This task requires ranking scienti�c abstracts in response to a non-expert, general
query prompted by a popular science article. We submitted two runs.
The �rst run, labeled UAms-MF in [2, 3], is a manual run selecting relevant and accessible

results from the top 5 of a vanilla Elastic Search run.
Our second run, labeled UAms in [2, 3], is an automatic runs using a reading level/text

complexity score as a �lter. Speci�cally, per request and the top 100 result of a vanilla Elastic
Search run, we remove 50% of the abstracts with the highest text complexity based on the
popular Flesch readability level score.

Task 2 What concept needs to be explained or rewritten in a given sentence, extracted from a
scienti�c abstract.
Based on preliminary experiments, our submission also labeled UAms in [2, 4] is using an

idf-based term weighting to locate the most rare terms, combined with a simple way to boost
particular syntactic categories. Speci�cally, we used all train and test sentences combined as a
reference corpus to calculate document (or rather sentence) frequencies, and use this to rank
each term in the source sentence by increasing DF (or decreasing IDF). We include adhoc boost
factors for particular part-of-speech, promoting nouns and demoting verbs and adjectives.

Task 3 Rewrite a sentence from a scienti�c abstract.
This is a post-submission run, hence not evaluated in the track and task overview papers [2, 5].

We use a standard text simpli�cation model, based on the GPT-2 based keep it simple (KiS) model
of Laban et al. [6]. We run a pretrained version of this model available from HuggingFace,3 in a
zero-shot way on both the train and test corpus.

3. Experimental Results

In this section, we will present the results of our experiments, in four self-contained subsections
following the CLEF 2022 SimpleText Track corpus and tasks.



Corpus, Context, and Requests

• Corpus is too complex, corresponding to university level education 

• Popular science news is indeed the target level of 12! 

• In response to a general query, the top 100 is as complex as the corpus…

Table 2
CLEF 2022 SimpleText Data: Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level.

Data Sample Size Length FKGL
Mean Median Mean Median

Corpus (scientific abstracts) 8,513 951 905 14.55 14.40
News (popular science) 40 5,504 5,540 12.53 12.70
Retrieved results (top 100) 11,400 948 928 13.79 14.40

Figure 1: CLEF 2022 SimpleText Corpus: distribution of text complexity in Flesch-Kincaid Grade Levels.

3.1. Corpus, Context and Requests

We start with a preliminary analysis of the complexity of the scienti�c abstracts, in relation to
the context and requests. To quantify the complexity, we use the Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level
(FKGL) measure based on the lexical and grammatical complexity. This is a simple measure
based on word length and sentence length, which may not be the most accurate for a single
abstract but a reliable approximation when averaging over larger sets of data. The FKGL score
is calibrated to correspond to the readability level suitable for a given school level in the U.S.
school system, as shown in Table 1. While literacy levels vary in the population, even among
adults, one may assume that an average layperson would have �nished compulsory education,
corresponding to a high school diploma at a grade level of 12.

3.1.1. Complexity of the Corpus

We down-sampled the corpus by taking every 500th article, resulting in an arbitrary sample of
8,513 non-empty abstracts. As shown in Table 2, the average (median) length of the abstracts is
951 (905) tokens, and the average (median) complexity of the abstracts is 14.55 (14.4) FKGL.

How complex are scienti�c abstracts? We can immediately con�rm that scienti�c literature
is indeed complex: the scale is the U.S. grade levels in years, with 12 being the exit level
of compulsory education (high school diploma), hence the observed complexity of 14-15 is

3https://huggingface.co/philippelaban/keep_it_simple



Do Search Engines Use 
Complexity? 

Analysis #2



Text Complexity per Rank of Retrieval

• There is no correlation between rank of retrieval and readability level!Figure 2: CLEF 2022 SimpleText Top 100 results: distribution of text complexity in Flesch-Kincaid Grade
Levels.

translating to students half-way in undergraduate or college education.
What is the target level of complexity? Recall that the track also provides 40 popular science

articles from The Guardian and TechXplore, which are written by professional science journalists
for a general audience. As also shown in Table 2, the average (median) length of these articles
is 5,504 (5,540) tokens, and the average (median) complexity of the articles is 12.53 (12.7) FKGL,
con�rming that a FKGL around 12, translating to the readability level of a high school diploma,
is appropriate for general citizens.

Is every single abstract too complex for an average citizen? Figure 1 (left) shows the distribu-
tion of FKGL readability levels, which show a striking variation ranging from 5 (elementary
school, 10 year old children) to 25 (graduate school domain expert). Figure 1 (right) visualizes
this extreme variation, plotted against the length of the abstracts. There is in fact a weak
correlation between text complexity and length (r=0.1059, highly signi�cant, regression line
with slope 0.0007 in red), but for any length we �nd abstracts on any level of readability.

Our analysis con�rms the presumption that scienti�c literature is complex, and a large
fraction of abstracts would be very challenging for a layperson. However, our analysis also
reveals that a large fraction of abstracts is within the readability levels of most adult citizens.

3.1.2. Complexity of the Requests

What subset of abstracts is selected by a general query based on the popular science newspaper
articles? We use the default elastic search engine, and retrieve the top 100 scienti�c articles for
each request, and analyze the text complexity of each retrieved abstract. Over the 114 queries,
this results in a sample of 11,400 abstracts. As shown also in Table 2, the average (median)
length of the retrieved abstracts is 948 (928) tokens, and the average (median) complexity of
the abstracts is 13.79 (14.4) FKGL. Hence, the retrieved abstracts are comparable to the corpus
statistics, both in terms of length and text complexity, and also the distribution of FKGL (not
shown) is very similar.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of FKGL readability levels over rank of retrieval (left-hand

side), and over each individual query (right-hand side). In both cases we see that the standard



#1 Scientific texts are too complex 
#2 Ranking ignores text complexity

Negative findings explaining why laypersons avoid science…



Can we Avoid 
Complexity?

Strategy #1



Figure 2: CLEF 2022 SimpleText Top 100 results: distribution of text complexity in Flesch-Kincaid Grade
Levels.

translating to students half-way in undergraduate or college education.
What is the target level of complexity? Recall that the track also provides 40 popular science

articles from The Guardian and TechXplore, which are written by professional science journalists
for a general audience. As also shown in Table 2, the average (median) length of these articles
is 5,504 (5,540) tokens, and the average (median) complexity of the articles is 12.53 (12.7) FKGL,
con�rming that a FKGL around 12, translating to the readability level of a high school diploma,
is appropriate for general citizens.

Is every single abstract too complex for an average citizen? Figure 1 (left) shows the distribu-
tion of FKGL readability levels, which show a striking variation ranging from 5 (elementary
school, 10 year old children) to 25 (graduate school domain expert). Figure 1 (right) visualizes
this extreme variation, plotted against the length of the abstracts. There is in fact a weak
correlation between text complexity and length (r=0.1059, highly signi�cant, regression line
with slope 0.0007 in red), but for any length we �nd abstracts on any level of readability.

Our analysis con�rms the presumption that scienti�c literature is complex, and a large
fraction of abstracts would be very challenging for a layperson. However, our analysis also
reveals that a large fraction of abstracts is within the readability levels of most adult citizens.

3.1.2. Complexity of the Requests

What subset of abstracts is selected by a general query based on the popular science newspaper
articles? We use the default elastic search engine, and retrieve the top 100 scienti�c articles for
each request, and analyze the text complexity of each retrieved abstract. Over the 114 queries,
this results in a sample of 11,400 abstracts. As shown also in Table 2, the average (median)
length of the retrieved abstracts is 948 (928) tokens, and the average (median) complexity of
the abstracts is 13.79 (14.4) FKGL. Hence, the retrieved abstracts are comparable to the corpus
statistics, both in terms of length and text complexity, and also the distribution of FKGL (not
shown) is very similar.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of FKGL readability levels over rank of retrieval (left-hand

side), and over each individual query (right-hand side). In both cases we see that the standard

Complexity Variation per Topic

• For every request there are abstracts with the desirable readability level!



 Relevant+Simple: Complexity-Aware Ranking!

• Per topic, we only keep the easier 1/2 of the abstracts retrieved by Elastic 

• Small loss of precision (-13% NCDG@10)   

• Positive? avoids too complex (but judged relevant) abstracts! 

• Relevant+Simple leads to desired readability level of 12!

Table 4
Evaluation of SimpleText Task 1 (graded measures).

Run Top. NDCG FKGL
5 10 20 Mean Median

Elastic 72 0.4053 0.4334 0.4438 13.79 14.40
Automatic 72 0.3531 0.3776 0.4073 11.70 12.80
Manual 72 0.3494 0.3328 0.3270 14.80 14.80
Manual 52 0.4837 0.4608 0.4528 – –

Table 5
Evaluation of SimpleText Task 1 (boolean measures).

Run Top. Rel. MRR Precision MAP
5 10 20

Elastic 72 1+ 0.5315 0.3333 0.2139 0.1229 0.4100
Automatic 72 1+ 0.5003 0.2917 0.1931 0.1333 0.3706
Manual 72 1+ 0.5289 0.2750 0.1375 0.0687 0.2813
Manual 52 1+ 0.7324 0.3808 0.1904 0.0952 0.3895

Elastic 72 2+ 0.4673 0.2889 0.1792 0.1035 0.3619
Automatic 72 2+ 0.4404 0.2417 0.1528 0.1028 0.3192
Manual 72 2+ 0.4537 0.2417 0.1208 0.0604 0.2599
Manual 52 2+ 0.6282 0.3346 0.1673 0.0837 0.3599

Elastic 72 4+ 0.1889 0.0889 0.0542 0.0312 0.1447
Automatic 72 4+ 0.2048 0.0778 0.0458 0.0333 0.1580
Manual 72 4+ 0.2118 0.0889 0.0444 0.0222 0.1504
Manual 52 4+ 0.2933 0.1231 0.0615 0.0308 0.2082

at least 1 result.
We see that the manual run, retrieving between 1 and 5 results per query, has superior early

precision, higher than the Elastic Search baseline. We also see that our automatic run obtains
very reasonable performance with an NDCG@10 of 38%. The performance in comparison to
the original Elastic baseline (scoring an NDCG@10 of 43%) may look unimpressive, as in terms
of relevance ranking we do not outperform the baseline. However, recall that our automatic run
had a di�erent aim, radically �ltering the abstracts to a reading level agreeable with the intended
layperson user. Hence we also include the Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level (FKGL) readability scores,
and observe that the automatic run is able to return abstracts that are on average 2 years or
school levels lower. That is, the reading level of the automatic run is around 12, corresponding
to exit level compulsory education, or high school diploma, which would be accessible to the
target audience of educated citizens. The baseline approach, in contrast, suggests a reading
level requiring college or university education.
Assuming that users can select from a ranked list, it is of interest to analyze if, and how

many, relevant and highly relevant abstracts are in the runs. Table 5 evaluates the runs with
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very reasonable performance with an NDCG@10 of 38%. The performance in comparison to
the original Elastic baseline (scoring an NDCG@10 of 43%) may look unimpressive, as in terms
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#3 Per topic also readable abstracts 
#4 We can filter on readability levels

We can avoid abstracts with high text complexity!



Can we Simplify 
Scientific Text?

Strategy #2



Zero-shot Text Simplification

• Off-the-shelf Text Simplification model: 

• “Keep it Simple” (ACL/IJCNLP’21) 

• Used zero-shot, but can be trained unsupervised for scientific text 

• Evaluation against human simplifications (train corpus) 

• BLEU 28% and SARI 40% (cmp. SARI on Wikipedia ~ 26-43%)

Table 10
Examples simplifications: zero-shot KiS (Keep it Simple) Model [6] (sentences G11.1_2892036907_{1,2,3})

Input Output Reference

In the modern era of automation
and robotics, autonomous vehicles
are currently the focus of academic
and industrial research

In the modern era of automation
and robotics, vehicles are increas-
ingly the focus of academic and in-
dustrial research.

Current academic and industrial re-
search is interested in autonomous
vehicles.

With the ever increasing number of
unmanned aerial vehicles getting
involved in activities in the civilian
and commercial domain, there is
an increased need for autonomy in
these systems too

With the ever increasing number of
unmanned aerial vehicles getting
involved in activities in the civilian
and commercial domain, there is
an increased need for autonomy in
these systems.

Drones are increasingly used in
the civilian and commercial domain
and need to be autonomous.

Due to guidelines set by the
governments regarding the op-
eration ceiling of civil drones,
road-tracking based navigation is
garnering interest.

Due to guidelines set by the govern-
ments regarding the operation ceil-
ing of civil drones, road-tracking
based navigation is gaining trac-
tion.

Governments set guidelines on the
operation ceiling of civil drones. So,
road-tracking based navigation is
attracting interest.

Table 11
Evaluation results for the SimpleText Task 3: zero-shot KiS (Keep it Simple) Model [6].

Model Task Evaluated SARI Bleu Precision
1-gram 2-gram 3-gram 4-gram

No change Train 648 0.5571 0.4204 0.6010 0.4531 0.3712 0.3089
KiS Model Train 648 0.3984 0.2809 0.4881 0.3176 0.2319 0.1733

the automatic evaluation based on the human reference simpli�cations. Table 11 shows the
automatic evaluation scores for Task 3, using standard SARI and Bleu scores. At the time of
writing no test ground truth is available, so we only report scores on the train data. Note
we apply a zero-shot model that is neither trained nor �ne-tuned in any way on the CLEF
SimpleText data, the evaluation on the train corpus is still an independent evaluation of the
model’s quality. On the train corpus, with a single human simpli�ed reference sentence, the
KiS model obtains a Bleu score of 0.2809 and a SARI score of 0.3984. To put this number
into perspective, the original paper reports scores in the range of 0.26 to 0.43 on a Wikipedia
corpus [7]. Hence, a 40% SARI score is promising in terms of e�ectiveness.

We also include the dummy “no change” approach making no changes whatsoever, defaulting
to returning the input sentence as is. Unlike in machine translation where this would result in
very low, if any, token overlap, this proves a competitive approach in terms of the SARI and
Bleu scores, as naturally the reference simpli�cation will retain many tokens and n-grams of
the original sentence. Recall from above that this no-change approach simpli�es not a single
sentence, resulting in a 0% of sentences scoring lower on the FKGL scores. This clearly indicates
that we need to evaluate multiple aspects to capture the essence of text simpli�cation.

There are three conclusions based on our analysis. First, an o�-the-shelf text simpli�cation



Table 9
Results for SimpleText Task 3: zero-shot KiS (Keep it Simple) Model [6].

Run Task Sentences FKGL Compression
Mean Median Ratio Mean Median

No change Train 648 15.46 15.4 0.00 1.00 1.00
KiS Model Train 648 12.78 12.7 0.81 1.15 0.99
No change Test 116,763 14.85 14.7 0.00 1.00 1.00
KiS Model Test 116,763 12.06 11.9 0.79 1.33 1.01

3.4. Task 3: Text Simplification

We continue with Task 3, asking to perform text simpli�cation proper, by rewriting a sentence
extracted from a potentially relevant abstract, retrieved in response to a general query prompted
by a popular science article. We only perform post-submission experiments, based on the
zero-shot application of an existing neural text simpli�cation model from [6], called the Keep it
Simple (KiS) model. The model is based on GPT-medium, using a straightforward unsupervised
training task with an explicit loss in terms of �uency, saliency, and simplicity. We are interested
in this model as it is fully trained in an unsupervised way, and could be retrained or �ne-tuned
for the corpus or other academic texts without the need for huge human training data.
Table 9 shows the results of applying the KiS model zero-shot on the train and test data in

terms of the generated output. To give an indication of whether the output is indeed simpli�ed,
we analyze the Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level (FKGL) of input and output sentences and the
resulting compression in token length. We make the following three observations. First, we
see a mean and median level of 15 in the scienti�c abstracts, which we lower by about 3 levels
or years of education, with FKGL 12 corresponding to a high school diploma level. Second,
we also look at the percentage of sentences where the FKGL is lowered, and see that this is
the case in around 80% of sentences. Note that here, the dummy “no change” approach fails
miserably, as not a single sentence is simpli�ed. Third, in terms of sentence length, we see no
signi�cant compression, as the generated sentences are on par with the input sentences. This
may be related to the corpus, as the input sentences from scienti�c abstracts tend to be not
very long with a mean length of 25.8 (train) and 24.2 (test) tokens, and a median length of 24
and 23 respectively. This very signi�cant reduction in text complexity is an encouraging result
showing the promise to realize the general aims of the track.
Table 10 shows examples of the generated output for the �rst three sentences in the train

corpus. On the one hand, we see no major issues in language aspects – every generated sentence
is grammatical and coherent – and no issues with generating uncontrolled untrue information
not contained in the input sentence. On the other hand, we see only very conservative changes,
mostly very light editing in terms of deletions and substitutions. While the examples and
earlier analysis is showing that we are moving in the right direction, the ground truth is a far
more signi�cant simpli�cation. Hence, developing dedicated text simpli�cation approaches for
scienti�c text remains an important open problem.
For Task 3, we only performed post-submission experiments and our runs were not judged

in terms of Lexical complexity, Syntax complexity, and Information loss. Hence we only show

Text Simplification: Readability Level

• Evaluation must consider how much rewriting 

• No change has 15 FKGL (!) 

• Rewriting improves readability levels for 80% of the sentences 

• Zero-shot model leads to desired readability level of 12!



1 Results

1.1 G01.1
2463945949 DIANE is a digital assistant system that //////aims///to/////////fasten

:::::
allows the doctor

:
a
:::::
faster access //to//////////various/////////////////informations

///at////the
:::::
patient

::::
and hospital /////such////as/////////health//////care/////////facility//,//////////medical//////////records//,//////and/////also//////////human///////////resource///////data

:::::::::
information . /////The/////////fasten

///////access
:::
This could be ///////////achieved///by//////////////////implementing

::::
done

:::
with face recognition and live streaming///as//////part///of/////the/////////digital///////////assistant//////////system

.

2797641221 Digital assistants are ///////////emerging////to//////////become////////more////////////prevalent
:::::::
becoming

:::::::
popular in our daily lives . ///In///////////////interacting

//////with///////these/////////////assistants/,
:
It
:::
will

:::::
allow users//////may/////////engage///in

:
to
:::
do multiple tasks ////////within

:
in a //////short/////////period///of///////time

:::::
faster

:::
way .

1.2 G01.2
1448624402 ///As/////////////extensive/////////////////experimental///////////research/////has////////shown///////////////individuals

:::::::
Research

::::::
showed

:::
that

::::::
people su↵er from diverse biases

:
(
:::::::::::::
disproportionate

:::::
weight

::
in

::::
favor

:::
of

::
or

::::::
against

::
an

::::
idea

:
) in decision-making . //In//////our////////paper////we///////////analyze

::
We

:::::::
analyzed the e↵ects

of decision-making biases of managers //in//////////////////collaborative///////////decision////////////processes on organizational performance . In the simulations ,
//////////////managerial

:::::::
managers decisions which are based on //////////di↵erent////////levels///of organizational//////////////complexity

::::
skills and //////////di↵erent////////////incentive///////////systems

::::
rules

:
, su↵er from

:::::
several

::::::
known biases ////////known///////from///////////////descriptive///////////decision/////////theory . The results illustrate how

:::::::
combined biases in

///////////////combination///////with//////each////////other//////and///in di↵erent /////////////////organizational contexts a↵ect organizational performance . ////We//////find//////that//,////////////contrary

:::::::
Contrary to///////////intuition

:::::::::
expectations , some combinations of biases ///////////////significantly improve organizational performance //////while///////these/////////biases

/////////////negatively///////a↵ect//////////////////organizational/////////////////performance .
:::::::
However

:
, when they occur separately

:
,
:::
they

:::::::
decrease

::::::::::
performance . This ///////might////////evoke

//////////////////considerations///////////whether
::::
raises

:::::::
questions

:::::
about

:::
the

:::::::::
importance

::
of

::::::::
rationality

::
in decision-making/////////should///be////as///////////rational///as///////////possible .

1.3 G02.2
2134216589 Big data /,

:
( the ////////////enhanced ability to collect , store and analyze /////////////previously//////////////////unimaginable

::::
huge quantities of data

in///////////////tremendous////////speed
:
a
:::::
really

:::
fast and /////with/////////////negligible///////costs//,///////////delivers

::::
cheap

::::
way

:
)
:::::
o↵ers immense benefits in marketing ////////////e�ciency

, healthcare , /////////////////environmental//////////////protection
:::::::::
environment , national security and more . The ////////central/////////tenets////of/////the//////////current///////////privacy

/////////////framework//,/////the principles of
:::::
privacy

:
,
::::::::
limitation

::
of data /////////////////minimization

:::::::
collection and /////////purpose//////////////limitation/,

::
use are //////////severely///////////strained

:::::::
stretched by the

::::::
business

:::
and

::::::::::
technological

:::::
reality

::
of big data////////////////technological//////and///////////business/////////reality . ///As/////we///////////////increasingly///////////interact

:::
Our

:::::::
increasing

:::::::::
interactions with these //////////artificial/////////agents///in/////////////////unsupervised//////////settings

:::::::::
technologies

::::::
without

:::::
human

:::::::::
supervision , //////with///no//////////human

////////////mediators
:::
and

::::
their

::::::
growing

::::::::
autonomy , //////their///////////seeming/////////////autonomy//////and///////////////increasingly/////////////////sophisticated functionality and behavior /, raises

legal and philosophical questions . The focus on the machine is a distraction from the debate ///////////////surrounding//////data/////////driven
::
on ethical

dilemmas /,//////such////as
::::
about

::::
data

:::
like privacy , fairness and discrimination . The machine may /////////////exacerbate//,/////////enable//,///or/////////simply////////draw

///////////attention////to
:::::::
influence the ethical challenges , but//it///is

::
the humans /////who must ///be//////held///////////////accountable

:::::
remain

::::::::
responsible . /////////////////Policymakers

:::::::::
Responsible

:::::
people should /////seek///to/////////devise////////////////agreed-upon

:::
find guidelines for ethical data analysis and //////////profiling

:::::::
collection . //////Such

:::::
These

guidelines would /////////address/////the/////use///of///////legal//////and////////////technical
:::
deal

:::
with mechanisms to ////////////obfuscate

::::::
protect data /;

:
, criteria ///for/////////calling//////out

::::
about unethical

::
or

:::::
illegal

:::::::
behavior , //if/////not////////illegal

:::::
privacy

:::::
harms , //////////behavior//;//////////////categories///of//////////privacy//////and////////////////non-privacy/////////harms//; and

strategies ///for////////////////empowering//////////////individuals///////////through
:
to

::::
give

:::::
people access to data //in//////////////intelligible///////form .

1.4 G03.1
2943753439

:::
The

:::::
VUIs

:
(
::::
voice

::::
user

:::::::
interface

:
)
::::
like Amazon //’s ’

::
s Echo

:
or

:::::
Apple

:
’
::
s
:::
Siri

:::
are

::::::
popular

::::::::
nowadays

:
.
::::::::
However ,

/////and////////Apple///’s/////Siri
:::
they have ///////drawn/////////////attention//////from////////////di↵erent//////user/////////groups//;//////////however//,///////these///////////existing///////////////commercial///////VUIs///////////support limited

language options for users ///////////including/////////native//////////English////////////speakers/////and///////////////non-native//////////English///////////speakers . It also shows that //////users//’///////////English
language /////////////proficiency///////plays

:::
skills

::::
play an important role //in//////////////interacting///////with///////VUIs . The /////////findings///////from

:::::
results

::
of this study can ////////create

/////////insights/////for
:::
help VUI ///////////designers//////and developers for /////////////////implementing///////////multiple

:::::::
improving language options and ////////better voice recognition

/////////////algorithms in///////VUIs////for////////////di↵erent//////user/////////groups////////across the ///////world
:::::
devices .

2949291273 ////the
:::
The smart speakers can not //////////////distinguish

:::::::::
di↵erentiate

:::::::
between human voice //////from

::
and machine voice . /a

::
A

method to identify ////////which///of
:
if
:::
the

::::
voice

::::::::
command

::
is

::::
from

:
a human or a machine is /////////sending///////voice//////////////commands////to//a////////smart///////////speaker///is

/////////desired
::::::
required .

:::
We

::::::
propose

:
a
::::::
system

::::::::
composed

::
of

:
a
::::::
speaker

:::
and

::::::::::
microphones

::
to

:::::
detect

:::
the

:::::::
presence

:
of
:::::::
humans

:
.
::
It

::::
could

::::
help to

prevent //////such//////////////////machine-voice////////based attacks///to
::
on a smart speaker

:::
with

:
a
:::::::
machine

::::
voice in absence of residents ,////we///////////propose//a//////////system

////////////consisting////of//a//////////speaker//////and//a////////////////microphone///////array////to////////detect/////the////////////existence////of//a//////////human/////////nearby//,/////////////supposing///it/////can////be/////////////////incorporated///in///a
///////smart//////////speaker////in/////the////////future//.

2960901639 ////////////Although
::::
Even

::::
with

:::
the

:::::::
progress

::
of speech recognition /,

:::
and natural language processing ( //////NLP

:::::::::
interactions

::::::
between

::::::::
computers

::::
and

:::::
human

:::::::
language ) /////have///////been//////////greatly////////////improved//////over/////the//////past//////few///////years , users

:::
may still//////may/////////////encounter

:::
get

errors //////from///////time///to///////time like “ can not understand ” ,
::
or “ no requested audio resource//(//////such////as////////music//) ”/, which can frustrate

users . ////////////Therefore//,///////when////an///////error///////////message///is///////////reported
::
So , it is //////vital

::::::::
important that the smart speaker gives an e↵ective and proper

response
:::::
during

::
an

::::
error

:::::::
message . //////////However

:::
The

::::::::
responses

::
of

:::
the

::::
most

::::::
popular

:::::
brand

::
of

:::::
smart

::::::
speakers

:::
are

:::::
based

::
on

::
2
:::::::
elements ,

///////////currently/////the////////////response////////////strategies///////////adopted////by//////////leading////////smart//////////speaker//////////brands///in////////China//////////di↵ered//////////mainly////on/////two///////////////dimensions/:///“ apology
///or/////not//” and//“ humor //or//////////neutral//” . We ///////////explored

:::::
studied user ’ s preference //of////////////response////////////strategies////////under

::
in two error /////////////////scenarios——

:::::::
scenarios

:
: “ can not understand ” and “ no requested ///////audio resource ” /. //////Two/////////////dependent////////////variables//(///////////////satisfaction

:::::::::
Satisfaction

::
of

:::
the

:::
user and perceived sincerity of

:::
the response /) were measured . The results showed that ///////////////participants

::::
users were more satisfied and

perceived higher sincerity when smart speaker apologized in both error scenarios . In the “ no requested audio resource ” scenario
, humor had no /////////////significant impact on the /////////////perception///of satisfaction/////and

:
or sincerity . But in the “ can not understand ” scenario ,

////////////humorous//////////////expression
:::::
humor decreased perceived sincerity .
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2214798411 A pharmacophore analysis ///////////approach//////was//////used////to//////////////investigate

:::::::::
investigated and //////////compare

:::::::
compared di↵erent/////////classes

::::::::
compounds of //////////////compounds///////////relevant///to the drug discovery process /(///////////////specifically/,///////drug/////////////molecules//,///////////////compounds////in//////high////////////////throughput
///////////screening///////////libraries//,//////////////////combinatorial////////////chemistry///////////building/////////blocks/////and///////////nondrug/////////////molecules/) . Significant di↵erences were observed between
the pharmacophore profiles ///////////obtained////for

::
of the drug molecules and///////those////////////obtained////for the high-throughput screening compounds ,

which appear to be ////////closely related to the nondrug pharmacophore distribution . It is suggested that the analysis ///of////////////////////pharmacophore
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Text Simplification: Examples



#5 Text simplification 
reduces complexity

We can reduce text complexity of scientific text!



What Happens When Laypersons 
Search Scientific Articles?

#1 Scientific texts are too complex (FKGL 14-15) 
#2 Ranking ignores text complexity 

#3 Per topic also readable abstracts 
#4 We can filter on readability levels (FKGL ~ 12) 

#5 Text simplification reduces complexity (FKGL ~12) 



Q&A
Thanks to Femke Mostert, Mink Spronk, Ashmita Sampatsing, and David Rau!

More details in the paper http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-3180/paper-242.pdf


